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WILMINGTON UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 

BASIC COURSE INFORMATION 

 

COURSE NUMBER: VMG 200 

 

COURSE TITLE:  Advanced Camera and Cinematography Techniques 

 

 

I. MAJOR INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS: 

 

At the conclusion of this course, students will be able to: 

 

Goal A. Demonstrate advanced operational methods of a DSLR camera and the 

Promote Systems Controller 

A-1. Be able to complete a time lapse 

A-2. Understand bulb ramping and HDR with Promote Systems Controller 

A-3. Apply camera knowledge to the art storytelling and shot design. 

 

Goal B. Understand both professional and amateur use of Blackmagic Cinema 

Camera 

B-1. Demonstrate the ability to shoot professional video with Blackmagic 

Cinema Camera 

B-2. Be able to shoot high frame rate video 

B-3. Apply camera terminology learned on DSLR to the Blacakmagic  

 

Goal C. Study the uses of advance camera equipment 

C-1. Identify the difference between a dolly, jib, shoulder mount, handheld, 

steadicam, etc 

C-2. Design and demonstrate more complex camera shots 

C-3. Understand the advantages and capabilities of advance camera equipment 

 

Goal D. Understand how to enhance cinematography in postproduction 

D-1. Identify color schemes that can enhance cinematography 

D-2. Apply concepts of color grading and noise reduction to change the quality 

of video 

D-3. Understand that color correction and color grading cannot fix bad 

cinematography 

 

II. CLASS PARTICIPATION: 

 

Students are expected to attend class and participate actively and in a positive way. 

Questions and relevant observations are encouraged and enrich the experience of the 

entire class. 

Computers in the classrooms are intended to be used as tools to enhance the students' 

learning experience. Instant messaging, gaming, emailing, and surfing the web are 
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distractions to the student, the surrounding students, and the instructor and constitute 

inappropriate behavior. Students are ethically obliged to avoid these and similar 

practices. 

 

 

External Storage Requirement: 

Students are required to supply their own external storage (ie., SD card, external hard 

drive, etc.)  See Course Blackboard for instructor’s directive for your course.  Memory 

cards are NOT supplied with cameras and video equipment. 

 


